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depending on your level, you will need to learn different characters. some of these characters are
more simple than others. if you are a beginner, you can start by studying these simple characters. if
you want to improve your knowledge, you can learn more complicated characters. many different
types of characters exist in chinese. there are characters that represent everyday words. there are
characters that represent common nouns, and there are also characters that represent common
verbs. to figure out what character to use, you need to know the meaning of the word. you can

practice chinese with the chinese alphabet in one of three ways: by repeating the chinese alphabet
out loud by writing out the characters that you learn by writing out phrases in the order that you
learn them the chinese alphabet contains a total of 52 letters, arranged into 5 groups, which are:
甲第一组，第二组，第三组，第四组，第五组. the chinese characters in each group are pronounced in the same order,
except for a handful of radical changes. for example, the character for 国 (country) is pronounced

"zhongguo" in mandarin, but in cantonese it is pronounced "zhonghua" or "zhengzong". mapping the
sound of the letters to their chinese characters is the first step in learning the chinese language. to
make it easier to remember the sounds and characters, try to memorize the order of the letters in

groups, just like you would do with the english alphabet. for example, the first two groups of chinese
characters (the first two groups of the chinese alphabet) are called "第一组" and "第二组" (the first two

groups in the chinese alphabet).
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every character in the
alphabet represents a

particular sound. this is the
system that is used to

write chinese characters. in
most cases, the chinese

characters are not all that
different from their english
counterparts. many english
characters retain the same

sound as in chinese. for
example, the english letter
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'a' is pronounced a in
english, even though it is
written with a character.
the chinese character for

the letter 'a' is pronounced
'a' in chinese, even though
it is written with a different

character. the chinese
characters for the letter 'a'

are pronounced 'a' in
chinese, even though they
are written with a different

character. these are the
most common radicals in
chinese that have been
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formed in the earliest
chinese characters. each of

these radicals has a
meaning. for example, the
circle is related to heaven
and the sun. the triangle

and the square are related
to the earth and the moon.

the lines, which can also
represent water and

mountains, represent the
sky and other celestial

bodies. a few of the
radicals represent other
things, such as the tree.
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the animal radicals are still
there today. some radicals
have remained the same
for thousands of years. in
the past, each character
was also composed of a
few basic strokes (short
lines). in ancient times,

these basic strokes were
called radicals. if youre a
visual learner, the best

way to learn a language is
to create a visual model of
the language. for example,

if youre learning the
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chinese alphabet, trace the
characters in the soil or
with chalk. while saying

the letter out loud, walk on
the lines you have just
traced. in this way, you

write the letter by moving
your whole body!
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